
It is inevitable that the calving period will 

bring increased workload. A recent Teagasc 

study highlighted that calf care, grassland

(machinery work) and milking account for a 

sizable portion of the overall hours worked.

This comes as no surprise as all three tasks, particularly

calf rearing, are cited time and time again as highly

demanding on hours worked per day.
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Reducing spring workload
Time is our scarcest resource so we need to spend it

wisely and do our utmost to create more free time.

Take a 100-cow herd, with a 25% replacement

rate, a 12-week calving pattern and with 80% of

the herd calved in the first six weeks. This is

valuable information available to each farmer before

the calving season starts. How can you use it to

plan ahead?

1. Calf care
The Colostrum 1, 2, 3 rule has been around for

some time now but how many rigidly follow it?

Sick calves take a lot of your scarce time nursing

them to good health. Figure 1 shows a recent

Teagasc on-farm study, which shows that there is a

large variation in colostrum quality. The average

test was 84mg/ml IgG (which is very good), but

almost one in four samples (22%) were below the

required quality. 

A definite recommendation is that colostrum needs

to be tested before feeding.

Once-a-day feeding has been recommended for a

long time now as a labour-saving practice, with

both researchers and farmers who practise this

feeding regime reporting no adverse effect on calf

health or weight gain. A total of 20 minutes saved

per day on feeding calves over a 12-week calving

period will save 28 hours or three days.

The farm above needs 25 replacement heifers,

which will come from cows that calve in February.
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All of the remaining 75 calves will be sold. 

Holding onto these calves for longer than two

weeks greatly increases workload at a time that is

already very demanding on labour.

Can you create a “win, win” situation with another

farmer by:

� selling healthy calves for an agreed price?

� sending your replacement heifers to a contract

rearer? 

� taking turns with another farmer to bring calves

to the mart?

Teagasc, Animal Health Ireland (AHI), Volac and 

a number of milk processors are holding a series 

of CalfCare events during January. 

Dates and locations for these events are available

at www.animalhealthireland.ie.

2. Grassland 
Can you afford not to use your contractor for all

fertiliser and slurry spreading this spring?

Spreading slurry and fertiliser in spring time adds

massively to hours worked and your finish time per

day. Not alone do hours of work increase, but

mistakes are made. You may think you gain by

doing this work yourself, but you lose much more

in the yard.

A contractor will get the work completed quicker,

as they have the right machinery and technology. A

contractor could blanket spread the milking

platform with fertiliser in a half a day – a job that

could drag on for three half days if the farmer is to

do it himself. Likewise with slurry. 

This will save you at least 28 hours or another three

days, plus fertiliser and slurry get spread at the

correct time. This gives you more time to focus on

your calves.

3. Milking 
Once-a-day (OAD) milking is practised on many

farms for the first month of calving. While milking

time per single milking increases, overall milking

time (when compared to twice-a-day milking) is

reduced. Depending on herd size and six-week

FIGURE 1: Distribution of colostrum quality across 277 on-farm samples.
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Get a contractor to spread your fertiliser and slurry.
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calving rate, farmers are reporting savings of at least

one hour per day on milking time. This certainly

can’t be dismissed, especially when it is spread over

30 days at minimal loss to overall production. 

“You only get out what you put in”
There are many more labour-saving techniques

than mentioned above but even taking just three

areas like calves, grassland (machinery) and milking

can save 114 hours or 13 days for 100-cow herd. 

Effort and time prior to calving will have to be put

in place to make the three areas here work. Simple

systems create time, but they must be executed

brilliantly. 

Tasks are completed by people, who are the most

important resource on the farm. Ideally by now,

you should know who you will have available to

help this spring. But it is not too late to ‘fill out your

team’. Team members could include your family,

contractors, relief milkers, students (agricultural

college, secondary school), or full-time and part-

time employees. Adopting the techniques in the

reducing spring workload section will greatly help

retain people in your business. Ensure that team

members are clear on the tasks they are responsible

for and understand how tasks are to be completed;

protocols are useful in this regard. So where do

dairy farmers go wrong in relation to people?:

n ruling out people because of perceptions such as:

“they wouldn’t want the job”, “they wouldn’t be

any good”;

n not looking on their own doorstep: sometimes

the solution can be straight in front of you;

n by failing to be proactive: try placing adverts in

local secondary schools and “help wanted”

adverts online;

n not looking in time: it is too late to look for help

when the cows have started to calf; remember,

you will have to spend some time with new

employees to introduce them to your farm;

n by having a complicated system: a simple system

that is easy to understand and implement is

massively important in attracting and retaining

people to work on your farm; and,

n by failing to adequately communicate what is to

be done and how it is to be done. 

Finding and managing people

A couple of tips

1. Stock up on all essential requirements for the

spring now, e.g., pig tail stakes and reels,

electrolytes, calving ropes, iodine navel

disinfectant, vaccinations, doses. 

2. Make a plan for registering calves – perhaps

assign the task to another person.

3. Plan to feed near calving cows at night 

time only.

4. Having a farm map and paddocks numbered

makes your life and the contractor’s job much

easier.

5. Check the farm first aid box.

6. Look after yourself: take a short break from

farming before calving starts, have a health

check-up and if something is bothering you, 

talk to somebody about it.



For further information on any issues raised in this newsletter, or to access other
enterprise newsletters, please contact your local Teagasc adviser or see www.teagasc.ie.

1. Walk calves if you can. 

2. If you have to lift one, bend your knees –

keep your back straight.

3. Hold the calf close to your body. Carry the

calf between waist and shoulder height.

4. Move your feet. If you need to turn, 

don’t twist at the waist. 

5. Lift calves with one arm in front of the

calf’s front legs and the other either in front

of or between the calf’s back legs. Get help

to lift heavy calves.

(Source: Dairy NZ and Dairy Australia).
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Handling calves
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Spring clean your 
milking machine

At this time of year:
� book in your service before spring time with a

registered Irish Milk Quality Co-operative Society

(IMQCS) technician – a list of these in your local

area is available on:

www.milkquality.ie/TechnicianRegister.html; 

� get the service technician to go through the

report fully with you – it is important to have an

understanding of how the machine is

functioning, and why certain recommendations

may have been made;

� carry out any repairs needed immediately;

� start the season with a new set of liners, and

change them after 2,000 milkings or six

months, whichever comes first;

� to keep machines in top condition, test and

service every six months; and,

� don’t forget about the teat sprayers – check that

these are working fully and replace any nozzles

that are blocked or faulty.

More information is available online at
www.cellcheck.ie and in the ‘CellCheck Farm
Guidelines for Mastitis Control’.
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